My Favorite Power Key Shortcut Commands
Copying a scene in the Scene Bin
Click on ‘c’ in the Edit Screen and the selected Scene in the Scene Bin will be copied (it
has an added “.k” as a suffix to note it is a copy).
Cut, Copy Paste in the SB
You can Cut (remove) a Scene in the Storyboard by highlighting that scene and pressing
‘SB’ + “X’.
You can Copy a Scene in the Storyboard by highlighting that scene and pressing ‘SB’ +
“C’.
You can then Paste (Add) that cut or copied Scene back into the Storyboard by pressing
‘SB’ + “V’ (placing it to the right of the selected position in the Storyboard.
Finding a Named Scene
(To benefit from this, you will need to first name your scenes and remember them… an
edit list!) To find a scene in the Scene Bin, press ‘Ctrl’ + “f” and then type in the scene
name in the pop-up menu. Click OK and your scene will be found for you!
To find a scene n the Storyboard, do the above but also press the ‘SB’ key.
Locating a Scene in the Storyboard
You can select a Scene in the Scene Bin and find its position in the Storyboard by
pressing ‘SB’ + ‘f’. This will select and highlight its location in the Storyboard!
Copying the volume of an audio sample
This function allows you to apply the volume of any audio sample to the one after it (in
the same track to its right). In the „Audio Mix“ screen, set the volume of an audio
sample to the required level. Then press the key combination of ‘Ctrl’ + ‘e’ so that the
next sample on the same audio track becomes active and takes on the volume level of
the previous sample. The „Repeat function“ can be used here as well
Muting Audio Samples
. Select an audio sample on one of the audio tracks in the „Audio Mix“ screen, and press
the ‘m’ key.
To mute multiple audio samples – press the ‘Ctrl’ + the ‘m’ key This will mute the
selected audio sample and move to select the next sample to the right. By holding down
this combination you can mute multiple audio samples very quickly - even in the Original
audio track
There are many, many more commands available with power Key – see the Power Key
manual for the complete set of instructions. You can download the PowerKey manual as
a PDF document here http://www.macrosystem.de/e//downloads.html

